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ABSTRACT _ _ '_ _ _ _ _ _

The confinement capability of ITER was examined for a _ _ 9 _ _ -
number of operational scenarios. The reference ITER e _ _ _
physics baseline scenario (I = 22 MA) allows ignited burn o e _ _
under H-mode conditions ['rE(H-mode ) - 2 x 'rE(L-mode)]. o_'___g .- "

At higher currents (I = 25-28 MA) at which ITER can _ _ _ _ -_ _

operate for limited pulse duration, there is an increased _ _ _ _ _ '_,_ ._
ignition margin ff low-q operation proves acceptable, About -/ _ _ _, _

a factor of 2 reduction in helium ash concentration (from the _ _ _ o _ _
baseline value of 10% to 5%) in the reference ITER scenario _ __. _ _ ._ _ a_,
has about the same impact on ignition capability as --. e e:_,-_ _'_ '_
increasing the plasma current by about 15% (from the _ _ _ _ '_ -__'=e

baseline value of 22 MA to >_25MA). It might be possible _ _ _ _ ! __ _ i_
to further optimize the ignition capability of ITER if some of _ _ =_°"'_ "__

the limits on operational boundaries can be relaxed by _._ a _ _ _-_ = _.

tailoring plasma profiles. _..- __''__= _.'_"! '.__,"_o,._=o..
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INTRODUCTION
i

The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER) design is discussed in detail in Refs. [1,2]. The
confinement capability of ITER physics and technology
phase plasmas has been examined for a number of
operational scenarios, using the ITER physics design
guidelines [3,4]. Representative device and plasma
parameters are given in Table I. A brief summary of the
physics guidelines related to confinement assessments is
given in the Appendix. The sensitivity of ITER performance
to changes in these guidelines was investigated.
Confinement scaling expressions deduced from the ITER L-
mode [5] and H-mode [6] databases were used to project the
ITER baseline performance. The effects of adjustments in
density and temperature (pressure) profiles that can be
realized from various fueling and heating scenarios (subject
to sawtooth and MHD stability considerations), changes in
operational boundaries, impurity and helium concentrations,
allowable fusion power (Pfusion), predictions from other
confinement scaling expressions, etc., have been
considered.

CONFINEMENT PROJECTIONS

Required I:E for Ignition and High Q

A measure of performance can be expressed as M =
Pet/Ploss ": Ti(0)nDT(0)'q_ '_ [3B2_E [where Pet is the total
alpha power, Ploss = Pcond + Prad is the power lost by
conduction and radiation, Ti(0) is the central ion
temperature, nDT(0) is the central DT fuel ion density, 1:E is
the global energy confinement time, [3is the plasma beta,
and B is the magnetic field]. Achievement of ITER
objectives (Q - 5-00) will require a confinement capability of
Ti(0)nDT(0)'r g - (4-8) x 1021 keV.s/m 3. (This Tnl: E
requirement is about ten times the highest value achieved in
JET.) In addition, _oHe/_E< 10 is required to ensure that the
thermal alpha-particle (He) accumulation (ni.le/n0 is less than
10% (where ,rpHe is the global thermal alpha particle
containment time). These requirements are apparent from
simple (steady-state) considerations of energy and particle
balance equations. For profiles of the form n, T - (1 -
r2/a2)an,T (nominal YI"ERprofiles are ap = a n + (:ZT= 1.5
with a n = 0.5, a T = 1.0):
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TI0nDT201:E--3 hl(tin,T)/_ (1)

nile/he _ (xpHe/'CE)(3T/Eo0[(nDT/ne)/_] (2)

-- (1 + 5/Q- Pracl/Po0[2(nDT/ne)/(1+ ni/ne)]

-_[1 + 5/Q 0.1 Zeffh2(cha,T)/(nDT/ne)2]

x [2(nDT/ne)/(1 + ni/ne)] (3)

where nDT20 = (nDT/10 20 m-3) is the volume-average DT
density, T10 = (T/10 keV) is the density-weighted average
temperature (Te _ Ti = T), h 1 = (1 + 2C_p)/(1+ o_o)2, h2 =
[(1 + C(n)/(1 + C(p)]l.5[(1 + 2(xo)/(1 + 2o_n + 0.50(T)],
nDT/ne = (hD + nT)/ne, ni/ne =(nD'+ nT + nile + 2z nz)/ne =
1 - nH_n e - 7_,z(Z- 1)(hz/he), Ect= 3.5 MeV with (typically)
,_pHe/xpDT_ 1-3. For reigresentative ITER parameters with
nominal profiles and impurity levels (seeTable I), "cE needed
for ignition (or high-Q), at 1 MW/m 2, is roughly given by

'_E(needed) - 3.6 x [0.76/(0.76 + 5/Q)].

Database: ITER L. and H-Mode I:E Scalings

The ITER concept is based on the expectation that H-
mode confinement can be achieved for a long pulse. Recent
work at ITER has concentrated on developing improved
analysis and characterization of energy confinement in L-
and H-mode discharges [5,6]. Detailed analysis of these
databases resulted in the following reference ITER energy
confinement scaling .".xpressions.

• ITER L-mode power-,law (rI.'ER89-P) scaling [5]:

'l:EITER89-P(L-mode)
= 0.04810.85R 1.2aO.3n200.1Bo.2(Ai_x/P)0.5 (4)

• ITER H-mode scaling (from a preliminary analysis of
the ITER H-mode data fox'ELM-free discharges) [6]"

I:EITERg0(ELM-freeH-mode)
= 0.06410.87R1.8la0.13n200.09B0.15Ai0.51¢x0.36p--0.51 (5)

where the notation is standard and the units are inks, MA,
and MW with A i = isotopic mass number (= 2.5 for DT
plasma), n20 = line-averaged electron density in units of

: 1020 m-3, _¢x = elongation at the X-point, and P = net
: heating power (in MW). A comparison of the ITER H-mode

i database with several L-mode scaling expressions (ITER8 c'-

P, Goldston, Rebut-Lallia, Odajima-Shimomura, Kaye-Big,
etc.) exhibits a factor of ~2 improvement over the L-mode
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expressions, xE(H-mode)- 2 x xE(L-mode ). [However,
specific improvement factors corresponding to each L-mode
scaling vary somewhat. For example, for the Goldston
scaling, this factor is -1,6, possibly due to the fact that
improvement in confinement with aspect ratio (K/a) in the
database is not as strong as indicated by the Goldston
expression. For the Rebut-Lallia scaling this factor is -2.4.]

H-mode operation is usually accompanied by MHD
oscillations in the outer plasma layers (edge localized modes,
ELMs). While large-amplitude ELMs can destroy the good
confinement of the H-mode, small-amplitude ELMs lead to
only a limited degradation of the energy and particle
confinement allowing steady-state H-mode operation"
typically xE(ELMy H-mode) ~ 0.75 x XE(ELM-free H-mode)

ITER BASELINE PERFORMANCE

For reference ITER physics baseline parameters (I =
22 MA, B = 4.85 T, a = 2.15 m, R = 6 m, _:x= 2.22, and P
= Pnet-heat= Pa + Paux- Prad " 160 MW) at Pfusion~ 1 GW,
the ITER L- and H-mode scaling expressions predict
_E(ITER89-P L-mode) ~ 1.9 s and XE(ITERg0 ELM-free H-
mode) ~ 5.5 s [a:E(ELMy H-mode) ~ 4.1 si, as compared to
zE(needed)- 3.6 s (see Table I). Note that the H-mode
scaling provides a modest margin over the requirements for
ignition, and the factor of--2 improvement needed over the
ITER89-P L-mode scaling is within the present experimental
database. Figure 1 shows the ignition requirements of the
ITER physics baseline device (at 1 MW/m 2) for various
confinement scalings. Shown in the figure are the minimum
L-mode enhancement factors needed for ignition I'VE(needed)
= f x xE(L-mode scaling)] for 5% and 10% helium
concentrations. For the most part, confinement enhancement
factors fi?r a variety of L-mode scalings are -1.5--2 (except f
> 2 for Kaye-Big and T-10 and f < 1.5 for Rebut-Lallia) for
the 22-MA baseline scenario. The differences in
enhancement factors needed are consistent with the
comparison of these scalings with the H-mode database
discussed earlier.

At higher currents (I = 25-28 MA) at which ITER can
operate for limited pulse duration, there is an increased
ignition margin if low-q operation proves acceptable. This is
illustrated in F_g. 2 for nominal profiles (orn = 0.5, ct.r =
1.0) and impurity content (see the Appendix) with nHe/ne =
0-10%. Figure 2 shows the ITER ignition capability (at
nominal 1 MW/na2) for a wide range of plasma currents (I ~
16-28 MA, qq - 4.2-2.4) for the reference ITER L- and

,
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ELM-free H-mode scaling expressions. During the
approach to ignition (for short-pulse duration), Where nHJn e
- 0-5%, the required L-mode enhancement factor is f < 1.5
for I > 22 MA. For the ELM-free phase of the H-mode,
ignition is predicted for plasma currents as low as 16 MA
(with 10% He and Zef f ~ 1.7).

The ITER technology phase accommodates several
operational scenarios (ranging from long-pulse to steady-
state) with Q > 5 and I ---15-22 MA. Access to high-Q
operation depends sensitively on the MHD beta limits,

current drive efficiency, bootstrap current fraction, and
energy confinement (see Ref. [7] for detailed discussions on
operational scenarios and technology phase performance).

SENSITIVITY OF ITER PERFORMANCE

_: High-Q Capability
l

Confinement needs are relaxed if ignition is not a
requirement [see Eq. (1)]. For the ITER physics baseline
device (22 MA, reference profiles, Zeff ---1.7 with 10% He),
the L-mode enhancement factors needed at various Q values
(evaluated at I MW/m 2) for the ITER89-P scaling can be
estimated from

.f ~ 1.9 x [0.76/(0.76 + 5/Q)] 0.5

For example, at Q = 10 (which requires -110 MW of
auxiliary power), the needed confinement enhancement
factor over the L-mode expression is f(Q=lO) ~ 1.5,
significantly lower than that required for ignition, f(Q_) -
1.9. For a short pulse duration (nHe/ne ~ 0%), Q ~ 8-10

= appears to be accessible with L-mode. Although confinement
requirements for high-Q operation of physics baseline
scenarios are favorable, the divertor heat loads increase
substantially [1,7].

Performance at Various Troyon g-Factors,
Wall Loadings, or Fusion Powers

In the ITER physics baseline, the required MHD-stable
beta to produce Pfusion ~ 1100 MW (neutron wall loading
Lwn ~ 1 MW/m 2) is -4.2%, corresponding to the Troyon g-
factor gTroyon= [3(%)/(I/aB) ~ 2. The ITER design supports
operation at higher fusion power (~ 2 GW) or higher wall
loading for short burn pulses corresponding to gmax ~ 3, as
specified by the guidelines (see the appendix.). For most
power law scalings with '_E ~ p--0.5 (ITER-P, Goldston,
etc.), enhancement factors required for ignition are nearly
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insensitive to the assumption of g-factor (or Plus, Lwn ~ [32~
g2), because Tn'cE (~ 'CEP2 ~ 'CELwn2 ~ const) is independent
of beta. For 'CE~ n0p-ct with (x < 0,5, there is a slight
reduction in the required L-mode enhancement factor / with
increasing g; f varies roughly as g--(l- 2a) (or as
Lwn-[(1 - 2c0/2]). For offset linear forms ('cE ~ Xinc +
WoH/P), confinement capability improves at higher beta
(i.e., at higher density for fixed T). In the limit of high
power (cE ~ '_inc), the enhancement factor f needed for
ignition varies inversely with beta (Troyon g-factor).
Contributions from the WoH/P term, especially at low power
levels (low g-factor), alter this variation somewhat.

Sensitivity to Plasma Current and He Content

The sensitivity of ITER ignition capability to plasma
current is illustrated in Fig. 2 for reference plasma profiles.
For nominal impurity and thermal alpha (10% He) levels, the
L-mode enhancement factors needed for ignition (evaluated
at 1 MW/m 2) for the ITER89-P scaling can be estimated
from f ~ 1.9 x [22/I (MA)]0.85. The impact of He concentra-
tion on required plasma current (for fixed f) or on required
confinement enhancement factor (for fixed I) is also evident
in Fig. 2. From Eqs. (1.)-(4), this can be approximated as

f x 10.85 ~ 26.3 [0.7(1 + ni/ne)/(nDT/ne)0.9]
x [1 - 0.075 Zeff/(nDT/ne)2]-'0.5

Figure 3 shows the trade-off between the plasma current and
fuel dilution due to varying levels of He ash. The curve in

Fig. 3 is normalized to the ITER baseline performance as
projected by the ITER89-P scaling (I = 22 MA, f ~ 1.9,
nHe,/ne~ 10%, Zeff~ 1.7 at 1 MW/m2).

Profile Effects

It might be possible to optimize the ignition capability
of ITER if some of the limits on operational boundaries can
be relaxed by adjusting plasma profiles, provided that the
MHD stability and favorable E-mode confinement properties
can be maintained. For example, the peaking of the density
profile (e.g., from nominal square-root parabolic form to
square of parabolic) in the reference ITER scenario, if
assumed to be possible at constant Troyon coefficient [g =
_(%)/(I/aB)] and without deleterious effects on divertor
operation, has about the same impact as lowering the helium
ash concentration by about a factor of 2 (from the baseline
value of 10% to 5%) or increasing the plasma current by
about 15% (from the baseline value of 22 MA to __.25MA).

iI 6
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It is well known that a centrally peaked density profile
leads to an enhanced fusion rate (at fixed beta) and therefore
decreased ignition (xE) requirements. To lowest order,
neglecting radiation losses in Eq. (1), in the temperature
regime where (crv) ,,, T2, the reduction in required xE for
ignition is XE/XE(a = 0) ,,, h 1 _ (1+ 2o%)/(1 + o_p)2, where
ap = o_n + o_T. Also, operation in reg'imes wi'th peaked
d6nsity (he) profiles has been found to exhibit significantly
improved energy confinement than that observed in standard
L-mode tokamak operation with broad ne profiles. The
improvement in _E is noted to be 'I:E/'I:E(0) ,,,: ne(0)/(ne) ,,_
hx(o_n) ,,, (1 + o_n). An additional improvement in
confinement can also be expected owing to the intrinsically
peaked energy deposition profile associated with the fusion
alpha-particle heating. Note that the attainment of centrally
peaked density profiles for ITER is highly speculative
because relatively deep fueling (in the absence of a strong
inward pinch) is required to significantly influence the
density profile shape. Also, MHD stability calculations with
peaked pressure profiles (and low central shear) show
decline in the Troyon g-factor (as discussed in Refs. [8,9]),
thus offsetting some (or all) of the mentioned improvements.
To lowest order, the combined effects of enhanced fusion
rate, possible confinement improvement, and degradation in
MHD stability with peaked profiles can be approximated as

- 'z0 ×
where

'_z(C_p=0)= I:E0,,,:f(I,a,R,B,Zeff,...)

hl(C_) o, (1 + 2%)/(1 + o_p)2

hr(a n) _ Z(cqa=0)/Z(O_n)_:'l:Z((X,n)/'_Z(0_,n---'0),,_(1 + o;n)

hl3(czp) ,,,:13(C_.p)/_(C¢l:,----0),,_g(c_p)/g(o_p=0)

,,, [1- 2 forfunyoptimizedM.HD
profiles with small l i (< 0.65)

Note that the expression given for hg(o_) is an approximate
fit to detailed calculations reported m Refs. [8,9] for case,
with central safety factor q(0) .-. 1. Figure 4 illustrates the
overall effect of prof'fle peaking on required 1:E for ignition in
the 22-MA physics baseline device for fully optimized MHD
profiles. There is a broad optimum near the ITER profile
guidelines (O_p- 1.5---2);however, current profile control
with Ii < 0.7 isrecommended [8].
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TABLE I

Representative ITER Physics Baseline Parameters

Plasma current, I (MA) 22
I (MA) for short pulse (up to 25-28)

4.85Magnetic field, B ('/) •
Elongation/triangularity _8 (at 95% flux) 1.98/0.39

W8 (at X-point) (2.22/0.58)
3.1Safety factor, q_(95%)

Helium concentPation, nile/he (%) 10
nHe/ne (%) for short pulse (0-5)

Effective charge, Zeff 1.7

Nominal fusion power, Pfus (MW) 2 -I 100
Nominal neutron wall load, Lwn (MW/m) 1.0
Electron density, (ne) (1020 m-3) 1.23
D-T density' (nDT) (1020 m, 3) 0.9
Temperature, (Te) = (Ti) (keV) 10
Total plasma beta (average), 13(%) 4.2
gTroyon= _(%)/(I/aB ) ..-2
Internal inductance, Ii(3) 0.65
Nominal plasma profiles, C/,rVtOCT 0.5/1.0
Needed for ignition:

Ti(0)nDT(0)_E (1021 keV s/m-3) 8.5
[average T10ne20'tE 4.3]
1:E(needed) -3.6

Predictions of ITER 'cE scalings:
'cE(ITER,P L-mode) (s) -1.9
"cE(ITERELM-free H-mode) (s) -5.5
,_E(ELMyH-mode) (s) -4.1
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APPENDIX

ITER Confinement.Related Physics Guidelines [3,4]

Units are inks, MA, MW, with n20 = (ne/1020 m-3) =

volume-average electron density and T10= (T/10 keV
>

, density-weighted average temperature (Te T i _ T). Where
i appropriate, one of two rules (xi y) may apply, referring to

("baseline performance" I "extended performance")

! • Energy confinement:i

I I >-22 MA for ignited operation in H-mode
with "_E(required) < xE (H-mode)

~ 2 x xEITER89"P(L-mode)i

• ITER (89) L-mode confinement scaling [5]:
- ITER89-power law scaling:

xEITER89-P= 0.04810.85R1.2a0.3n200.1B0.2(Ai_Zx/P)0.5

where Ai = 2.5 (isotopic mass), _cx = _(at X-point), and
P = net heating power.

• ITER (90) H-mode confinement scaling [6]:

Typically, xE (H-mode) ~ 2 x XElTER89"PfL-mode)

- ITER90 H-mode scaling (preliminary):

xErrER90"H(ELM-free)
= 0.06410.87R1.81a0.13_200.09B0.15Ai0.5_Cx0.36p--0.51

- xE(ELMy H-mode) --,0.75 x XE(ELM free H-mode)

• Beta limit: 13max(%)= gI/aB
g _<2.5 I 3.0 for ignition studies
g _<3.0 I 3.3 for steady-state operation

. Safety factor: qw(95%)
q@95%) > 3'.0 I 2.1 for _:(95%) < 2
q@95%) > 3.0 I 3,0 for _:(95%) -- 2 to 2.5

• Zeff: impurity and thermal alpha fractions (fj = nj/n0
fDr = 1 - 2file- 6fC - 8fO - 26fFe D+T fuel ions
file = 0.1 I 0.05 thermal alphas
fc = 0.009 + 0.006(0.7/(n20)) 2.6 carbon
fo = 0.001 oxygen

" fFe = 0.0005(0.7/(n20)) 2'3 iron

• Internal inductance and beta poloidal:
0.55 < li(3) < 0,75 all _enarios

_; _ 0.75 ignition studies._ 2.0 ste',dy.state/technology testing

where/i(3) = (2V/R) (Bp2)/(goI) 2

li

i
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Confinement capability of ITER physics baseline
device at 1 MW/m 2 (with 5% and 10% He content).
Confinement enhancement factor needed for ignition
[a:E(needed) ~ f x XEfL-mode scaling)] for various L-mode
scaling expressions. (See Refs, [1-3] for notation. ITER-P:
ITER89 power law, ITER-O: ITER89 offset linear, G:
Goldston, K-big: Kaye-Big, T-10: T-10, O-S: Odajima-
Shimomura, R-L: Rebut-Lallia.)

Fig, 2. ITER ignition capability as a function of plasma
current at 1 MW/m 2 (for 0--10% He) for ITER L- and H'
mode scalings: '_E(needed) ~ f x ZE(ITER L- or H-mode),

Fig. 3, Impact of helium concentration on required plasma
current for equivalent performance (ignition) in ITER: AI vs
nHe/n e. Curve is normalized to the ITER physics baseline
performance at 22 MA at 1 MW/m 2, Confinement model is
I:E ~ 1,9 x I:E (ITER89 L-mode).

Fig. 4. Effect of pressure (density) profile peaking on
required Tna:E for ignition. Curves are normalized to flat
profiles, Effects of reactivity [(ov) only], reactivity +
confinement [(0w)+chi] and overall combined effect (heavy-
shaded curve) of reactivity + MHD + confinement
[(ow)+mhd+chi] are _hown.
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